Printing Machine Operator

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com
Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,
Alabama.

Objective
Responsible for Inspecting masks for defects and printed masks, Boxing masks for strapping
machine operator and inspected straps packaged masks for shipping, and also Maintaining
printing machine Changing and cleaning printing plates Forklift operator Packaging products.

Skills
Mark Andy Presses, Microsoft Office, Xrite Software.

Work Experience
Printing Machine Operator
ABC Corporation  April 2007 – September 2012









Ran with multiple slitter/perf dies, magnetic stripe adhesion dies.
Provided training to new hires.
Pushed buttons, turn handles, or move controls and levers to start printing machine or
manually controls equipment operation.
Turned, pushed, or moved controls to set and adjust speed, temperature, ink flow, and
position and pressure tolerances of the press.
Selected and installed printing plates, rollers, and cylinders in the machine according to
specifications, using hand tools.
Reviewed work order to determine ink, stock, and equipment needed for p Dismantle and
reassemble printing unit or parts, using hand and power tools, to repair, maintain or adjust
machine.
Cleaned and lubricated printing machine and components, rollers, using oil, solvents, brushes,
rags, and hoses.

Printing Machine Operator
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2007








Ran needed orders.
Loaded machine with needed paperwork and sorted mail.
Skills Used Being a responsible team player and getting my job done.
College football bowl game set-up.
Hung printing banners across the stadium as well as bowl game party set up and
maintenance.
Drove a scissor lift and set up related events around Arizona only during bowl game season
(Nov-Jan), was not a full-time job.
To set up a 4 color Stevens web press roll to roll and sheeter, Miele vertical, kluge, cutter,
maintenance and repairs, shipping, receiving.

Education
GED
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